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So in the Stillness, now, of your Sacred Heart Consciousness, take a deep breath….. 
Feel the environment of that Sacred Heart Consciousness….. 
Know the Stillness…..  
 
Now, let us begin with your Soul Star… 
We are going to create the descending function of all of the elements that are contained 
within that Soul Star.  As they come down through that Central Channel of the body, they are 
impacted by the 6th Dimensional Light Template.   
 
As you pass through the 4th Triad, which is a communication Triad, it has electro-magnetic 
charges; it has within it the complexity of the Undifferentiated Light of Source; it has the 
Christed Mind; and it has a Community of Masters, Archangelics, Lords of Light, and the 
Elohim.  This is a communication channel, where you receive and transmit.   
 
And as you come further down that Central Channel, you pass through the 3rd Triad, which is 
the bridging of the nonphysical into the physical domain.  And you find the Higher 
Mind/Universal Mind as it relates to the Earthly Realm.  You find the OverSoul Consciousness.  
And you find that beautiful, beautiful opening at the top of your head, where you receive as 
well as transmit the Light.  It is the Crown of your Being. 
 
And as you come further down that Channel, you pass through the 2nd Triad, which is the 
creative channel, where you take the Light of Source, the Undifferentiated Light of Source, 
and you differentiate it and apply it in the physical realm.  This is where you create Liquid 
Light.  You create the Nectar, the Golden Nectar Light,  and the Laser Light.  And you apply it 
in the body and within your energetic field. 
 
Now, further down that Central Channel, you enter the 1st Triad, the base of the Triadic 
system.  And let us first enter that Sacred Heart again.  Come into that quiet, harmonious 
environment, a state of consciousness that is always available to you – Christ Consciousness.   
 
Be aware of the 3rd chakra, where you made the commitment to merge your personal will 
with the Will of Source as you were created in the Image and Likeness with purpose and 
intention….. 
 
And into the Heart chakra, where you recognize a profound awareness of Love of Self for 
what Source created in you….. 
 
Now, sit here for a moment in this beautiful state of awareness…………. 
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[6:54]  Now, direct your attention to your Earth Star.   
See the grounding cord that you created there this morning…… 
 
Enter into that Earth Star in your Merkaba field, spinning at 100% Light, and direct that Earth 
Star to dock [not to merge with] into the Planetary Soul Star….. 
Be aware of the vast Realms and Communities within the Earth: 
 The Telosians….. 
 The Lemurians... the Ancient Ones….. 
 The Andarans….. 
 The Luminary Community…..  
  that holds the vast Dimensional Light all the way through the 13th Dimension….. 
  They ARE that Presence of the 13th Dimensional state, emanating… 
   into the Earth, into the Planetary Soul Star… 
  And they begin to transmit to YOU…. 
 
Undock now your personal Earth Star from the Planetary Earth Star…..  
 [Joan clarified that a Planetary Earth Star is the same as the Planetary Soul Star] 
 
And see how the channel within those Communities is open and flowing 
 into your Earth Star that sits beneath your feet….. 
 
It is drawn up through that 1st chakra into the Central Channel of the body,  
brought through each of remaining four chakras that pertain to your life experience in a body: 
  
 The 1st chakra, which is about safety, longevity, well-being….. 
 
 Into the 2nd chakra, which is about creation,  
 where your emotional body receives its energy at a more much refined frequency….. 

As it ascends, as this flow of dimensional frequencies from the Inner Earth Community 
that holds the Luminary purpose of maintaining that 13th Dimensional frequency range 
and the intention of Planet Earth’s environment as a Christed Planet, all of those 
energetics are now streaming through the 1st and the 2nd chakras.   
 
It changes the rational mind, alters the emotions, so the mental-emotional body 
becomes more unified and coherent 

 
 Now, up into the 3rd chakra, your personal power center,  
  as a Divine Creator, a Christed Being of Light,  
  unified with the Will and Purpose of your very existence….. 
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[13:25]   
 
 Engaging the Solar Center deeper within your body, 
  where the Chi and the Solar influence from the Central Sun creates  
   more well-being in the body,  
   more refined frequencies of Light that alter your body’s form….. 
 
 Further up the Central Channel into the Heart chakra, the personal Heart chakra, 
 where a profound awareness is garnered through the Element of Love 

 And that first creative purpose of the Element of Love is to install in that Heart chakra  
 the Love of Self, as you were created in the Divine Image of your Source….. 

 
 And then, further up that Channel into the Sacred Heart --  
 where it is merged with that descending Soul Star energy, 
 and your entire field, Unified Field, is resonating Christ Consciousness….. 

The Presence of Christ Consciousness of an individual Divine expression,  
in a physical body that is being upgraded to a multi-dimensional function.   

 
 
The human body is becoming multi-dimensional through the Element of Love  
and the interface of all of the Communities of Light that you have engaged with 
and created pathways into these Communities…… 
 
There is a Unity that is occurring within you and around you.   
The Unified Field is a very real Light emanation of your Divinity….. 
 
As these ascending and descending states of Being continually flow through that Central 
Channel of the body, through the autonomic functioning of the body, they are always merged 
in the Sacred Heart Consciousness and unified as the perfect expression of you as Divine….. 
 
 
 
We will now close our session, Beloveds. 
We will close 2018 Teaching and Community interface….. 
 
And we will continue after the Initiations are complete in 2019. 
 
Blessings, Beloveds, Blessings! 
  


